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SUnglASSES for sand & snow
Looking good while protecting your eyes.

Recommendations by SKImag.com

Bolle Men’s Jude

The new Judes are a fresh twist on style 
most brands have. With an argyle print 
on the inside and color that shows a 
bit when you have them on, the Jude 
exudes fun and a little bit of hipster 
while keeping it classy. [$120]

Spy Men’s Cyrus

New this spring, these Cyrus glasses have 
fairly large lenses, a thick, solid frame, 
and earpieces—making them ideal 
for large faces. We like the childish yet 
steezy Cherry Bomb frames. [$120]

Zeal Women’s Memphis

These biodegradable, ecologically-
sourced frames are made entirely from 
cotton, which means they’re lightweight, 
durable, and you can feel good about 
wearing them. Fits best on people who 
have small-to-med-sized faces. [$170]

Zeal Men’s Tracker

These Trackers wrap around your face 
more than many lifestyle-only shades, 
and they’ll stay on your face while at the 
local bike park, but you won’t get second 
looks if you wear them to a BBQ. [$120]

Smith Women’s Mt. Shasta

These Mt. Shastas are lightweight, low-
profile and designed to look good. Thin 
frames add to a retro look that you’ll be 
able to rock these all year, whether at a 
summer festival or at a slopeside hot tub. 
[$80]

Spy Women’s Quinn

With a look that’s reminiscent of the ’60s 
and ’70s, the new Quinns have a frame 
size that’ll fit, flatter, and stay on a variety 
of faces. The frames are made with the 
same lightweight plastic as many ski 
touring boots. [$110]

Oakley Men’s Holbrook LX

This Shaun-White designed style, the 
“luxury” version, is made from acetate 
giving the frames a higher end feel. 
The Holbrook LXs provide great sun 
protection and are the right size and 
shape for medium faces. [$220]

Serengeti Women’s Sophie

These Sophies are expensive, great 
quality and ridiculously good looking. 
They have spring hinges for a custom fit, 
and are made of acetate which gives the 
frames a higher-end feel and allows for 
endless color/style options. [$290]

Church & State Women’s

These Catwalk-Kate brightly colored 
tortoise sunnies have a good amount of 
flex and the earpieces are shorter than 
many other sunglasses, perhaps making 
the shades best suited for small to 
medium faces. [$150] n
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